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Parish Boundaries in Dorset:
could some have been drawn

by the Romans?
A conjecture

Peter Laurie
p.c.s.laurie.58@cantab.net

Argument

1. Many of the 35 hill forts in and around Dorset have parish boundaries passing
through or very near to them. This is true of  few of the hillforts in neighbouring
Devon, Cornwall or Somerset or to the east of Dorset and south of the Thames.

2. About a dozen of the bigger ones in Dorset (cf Eggardon, Maiden Castle, Pilsdon
Pen, Abbotsbury etc) seem to have been purposefully bisected by these
boundaries which are often aligned to pass through the fort from some miles
away on either side.

The writer on the parish boundary across Eggardon
Was this line drawn in 45AD by Publius Anicius
 Maximus, the Camp Prefect of II Augusta?

3. The effect is striking and worthy of explanation. I argue that we could be looking
at the remains of a Roman system of tax areas which also divided and blended
the hillforts’ populations.

Thanks

My thanks are due to Professor James Campbell for his patience in reading an early
version of this note and his kind encouragement to continue with the project; and to
Katherine Barker and Roy Canham for their encouragement, help and for organising
and chairing  the meeting of the Dorset Boundaries Group which put the idea into
my head. Francesca Radcliffe first mentioned the connection to me between
boundaries and hillforts and has been most kind and helpful in finding historical
sources.

Hillforts and Parishes: sources

Abbotsbury Castle  is an excellent example:
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Abbotsbury Castle cut by the parish boundary.

This picture, shows the boundary between Abbotsbury (right) and  Puncknowle (left)
parishes in red, is from the Church of England website at www.acny.org.uk/. A click
on this site, most places in the country, shows the surrounding parish boundary
and identifies the parish church, overlaid on Google Earth’s maps or satellite

pictures..

It is a reasonable tool for investigating the question proposed in the title. There are
two weaknesses for our purpose:

We see only one parish at a time, although as many as 5 parishes may meet
at one fort – see Appendix 1.

The boundaries are modern. In many places they are also ancient (happily
this seems to be mostly true at the hillforts), but in others there has been a
deal of rationalisation and redrawing from the mid 1800s on.

Some parish boundaries are recorded in old charters, but for the most part they
were passed down by oral tradition. The ingrained memory system1 lasted until the
Ordnance Survey started recording boundaries from about 18502. Their surveyors
were strictly instructed to get every point on a parish boundary agreed by
representatives from both sides.  After 1850, in the relaunch of muscular
christianity, boundaries were tidied up, particularly round new urban areas. New
parishes were created and old parishes and parish fragments were merged. And
since then we have all forgotten about them.

As a result, the 1850 OS record is the best national approximation we have to
ancient boundaries. An electronic map3 of all the parish boundaries in England and
Wales as they were then is available from the University of Essex on CDs, and was
an essential tool in this enquiry.

Lists of  Durotrigan  hill forts, mostly in Dorset, but a few in Devon, Somerset and
Wiltshire, came from both Gale4 and Field5.  Both lists give Bindon Hill, E of

Lulworth,  which is ignored because it seems more likely to be a long cattle
enclosure.

                                                          
1
 Students of English law have to learn that the phrase ‘the memory of man runneth not to the contrary’

in old charters means the first day of the reign of Richard 1: 6 July 1189
2
 The Ordnance Survey Act 1841

3
 Kain, Roger J P and Oliver, Richard R, Historic Parishes of England & Wales, History Data Service,

. U. Colchester, 2001
4
 John Gale, Prehistoric Dorset, Tempus 2003, p 135 et seq.

5
 Norman H Field, Dorset and the Second Legion, Dorset Books, 1992, p 12
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Recently a much better web tool has become available: The Modern Antiquarian6

combined with Google Earth shows some 8,000 ancient sites in Britain. It is easy to
find and fly down to all the hill forts, though sadly roman sites are missing.

Given these tools, it was relatively easy to compile a list of hillforts in Dorset
surrounds and their relationship to the parish boundary.

Hill forts divided by a boundary (19)

The essential criterion for inclusion in this class is that the boundary near the fort is
roughly straight and aligned through the central enclosure. At the fort, today’s
boundary may wriggle around the outer ditches or pass even further away, but this
can be attributed to the reluctance of bounds walkers to clamber over defences
designed to repel pedestrians.  I have sometimes indicated the probable early line in
blue or green. Badbury Rings is an apparent exception, since the boundary is angled

round it, but the romans had a major road junction there and clearly attached
importance to the place so it is included here. These are the forts which I would
argue were administratively slighted by the romans. The numbers in brackets are
Field’s. They appear in the tax areas map below.

Abbotsbury (8) Badbury Rings (23)

Dungeon Hill (15) Eggardon (25)

                                                          
6
 The Modern Antiquarian now offers an overlay of its 8,000 odd sites on Google Earth.

http://www.themodernantiquarian.com/googleEarth/. This is the easiest way to find the forts by name

or rough location. Having found a fort, one can examine its relationship to the parish boundary by re-

finding the site on  www.acny.org.uk and clicking to produce the boundary. Admittedly this will be the

modern boundary, but the 1850 boundary can be found on the maps of U Essex. Around hill forts in

open country, the two are usually the same.
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Flower’s Barrow (21) Hambledon Hill (26)

Maiden Castle (27) Mistleberry The fort is betrayed by the
long-bow shape in the boundary (3)

Ham Hill (34) Lamberts Castle (31)

Nettlecombe Tout (20) Penbury Knoll – half built (6)
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Musbury Castle (23) Pilsdon Pen (11)

Rawlsbury Camp (7) Weatherby Castle (22)

Woolsbury Very little left. (4)

Forts where the boundary bends  (9)

The criterion for this group is that the boundary treats the fort as a turning point,
not as a target. They don’t seem to fit into the tax map proposed below.
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Bulbury Camp Buzbury Rings

Cadbury Castle Caesar’s Camp or Bussey Stool Park –
NW Chettle..

 Chilcombe, E of Bridport Dudsbury , 4km W Hurn

Hod Hill Lewesdon hill, 4km W Beaminster
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Old Sarum

Hill forts in urban parishes (7)
These parish boundaries were probably reorganised in late Georgian or early
Victorian times with more regard to urban expansion than ancient traditions.
Allington, for instance, has its own church and if the old parish boundary could be
recovered, we might be able to add it to one of the groups above.

Allington, west Bridport Hengistbury Head, Christchurch

Maumbury Rings, Dorchester. Not  a fort Poundbury, NW edge of  Dorchester

Sturminster Newton: by the bridge in the centre Woodbury, Bere Regis
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of town

Hawkesdown Camp, 500m N Axmouth

Hill forts not closely associated with a parish boundary (7)

Chilcombe Hill North Poorton – a near miss on  a small
target

Spetisbury, SE Blandford Forum Chalbury, 6km NE Weymouth
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Shipton Hill – overgrown and ill defined Banbury –near Sturminster Newton. So
ploughed out it is hardly visible.

Coney’s Castle, Marshwood Vale. The fort
is in the woodland, centre

One gets the impression from the vertical images that these five are from an older,
smaller, more tentative set of refuges that fell out of use before the era of the big
forts.  At Chalbury, for instance, the fort is so old that the parapets have melted

down into flat terraces It is interesting that in several cases, the boundary goes near
the fort, but at a distance as though it wasn’t quite sure where the fort was.

Forts and boundaries

Excluding the 7 forts inside urban boundaries, we have a total of 35 forts in open
country.  Of these:

19 are divided 54%
9  have the boundary bent round them 25%
7  have no boundary near them 20%

Who? When? Why?

There is a clearly a strong association between many hill forts and parish
boundaries. In more than half the cases the boundary, aimed from far away, slides
smoothly past, slicing the fort or grazing the banks. It is not as if a hill fort were so
big that the parish boundary must touch it on one side or another.  It is a small
thing in a big space and finding a hill fort in a parish is not easy.

It does not take a long study to make one feel that someone, at some time
deliberately drew the boundaries so that some, at least, split the forts. Who was it?
When did they do it? Why did they do it?

Lets us take ‘when’ first. I would like to consider three possibilities:
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1. The boundaries were drawn through the forts long before the romans
arrived. This seems inherently unlikely because a hill fort would
naturally be surrounded by its own people and a boundary, if any,  would
encircle them with the fort at their centre. See the diagram ‘Pre-Roman
times..’ below. We may still see this at Coneys Castle in the 1850

boundary of Whitchurch Canonicorum (The modern parish has been
enlarged to the south east, so the effect is less striking.)

2. They were drawn in 600 - 800AD as part of the West Saxon organisation
of the land into counties and parishes. We have to remember that the
boundaries of a parish had to include an apt mix of pasture, arable,
woodland and waste so that the immemorial and interlocking processes
of northern european farming could be carried on. In the Marshwood
Vale  a parish also had to have some high ground with selenium in the
soil because the lush low grazing was deficient in that essential element.
Drawing the boundaries was a lot more complicated than going from one
promiment landmark to the next. But by 600 – 800AD the hill forts
would have been out of use for some 750 years. The big visible ones like
Maiden Castle might have played a part in the Saxon world, but many

others must have been forgotten mounds in the woods. The obvious ones
might have been used as boundary markers (see below) if they happened
to be in the right place, but a lot would not have been.

3. They were deliberately drawn by the romans. in the aftermath of the
conquest.  The hill forts would have been a live issue to them then and
the interpretation proposed below would have fitted into their adroit
administrative methods.  We may even know the officer responsible for
the detailed implementation of the plan: the II Augusta’s  Camp Prefect,

Publius Anicius Maximus7.

Digression: Feeding the troops

From their first landing at Richborough in NE Kent in 43 AD, the romans must have
had an urgent operational problem:  their legions were fed by shipments of grain
from Germany. Food was brought down the Rhine and Elbe in big, flat bottomed
barges (Time Team  excavated one in Holland that measured 30m X 4m and dated

from 85AD). Near the sea the goods would have been transferred into stubby,
capacious sailing cargo ships, not unlike a small  mediaeval cog. Since the wind
normally blew from the SW, as it does now, these ships would have had to wait  for
a favourable easterly in order to reach England. In the eighteenth century, square
rigged ships used to lie at anchor  for weeks in the Downs, off Deal, waiting for a fair
wind to take them down Channel. It would have been no different for roman ships
bound from Holland to Colchester or Richborough. Getting down channel to Poole or
Exeter would have taken even longer. Bringing grain from Europe must have been a
slow, erratic, and expensive process. The roman Army would have wanted to create
a native grain industry in England as fast as possible. The importance of ample
grain stocks to the Roman Army is attested by the massive granaries at Housesteads

on Hadrian’s Wall.

In Gaul, Caesar’s conquests of 100 years earlier and the imposition of roman
coinage, the building of roads and the penetration of trading ships up rivers had
produced a cash economy and the means of collecting and transporting substantial
cargoes of food. In Britain trade was still carried by mule or horse over trackways

                                                          
7
 Norman H Field, Dorset and the Second Legion, Dorset Books 1992, p186. The Camp Prefect was the

senior officer in  a Legion responsible for siting and laying out their camps, and by extension, for the

Legion’s civil engineering work. He would, presumably, be a competent surveyor, able to draw

accurate maps.
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within tribal areas and could only have dealt in easily transported, high value goods.
Since there was no large scale trade, farmers would have produced only enough
grain for the tribe and a small surplus to be hidden in grain pits in the hill forts
against hard times.

If the Roman army were to feed itself, it had to get the conquered farmers to expand
their operations and to deliver the resulting grain to collection stations. We might
wonder if these stations might in time grow into villas and then into market towns.
Taylor writes8 of farming in the later roman period:

The parallel with the mediaeval pattern [settlement and meadow in the valley
bottoms, arable land on the valley sides and part of the higher ground, and
with pasture beyond] might mean that something similar to the typical
mediaeval Dorset estate already existed at this time. The parallel may not be
exact and it is not suggested that all the mediaeval manors of Dorset are
necessarily exactly the same economic units as those of the late roman
period. Yet there are indications that many features of the mediaeval
landscape were coming into being in this period.

Hyginus says9 that when laying out plots for retired legionnaries, the surveyor
should allow: ager assignatus – cultivable allotments, ager tutelatus,  woods and
rough ground held in common,  ager compascuus – common grazing.

Which sounds rather like the standard mediaeval manor. But we have to remember
that there are very few ways of farming that can be guaranteed to work in these cold
and infertile climes. Since the soil, the crops, the weather and the farmers have not
changed much since the end of the last ice age, we have no reason to expect that
methods have changed much either.

Oppenheimer’s  work10 on DNA mapping suggests that many of the people in Dorset
today are substantially the direct descendants  of the people who colonised the land
in the bronze age after the ice sheets melted. That would imply a continuity of
farming ideas,  methods and boundaries that goes back far deeper than the roman
period.

                                                          
8
 Taylor, op. cit. p39

9
 C A F Berry, Centuriation at Gloucester,  Transactions of Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological

Society, 1949, Vol 68 pp 14-21.
10
 Oppenheimer, Stephen The Origins of the British, London 2006, p176

Immigration after the ice age. The

unified  coverage of Durotrigan

territory is suggestive.
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The military value and cost of the hillforts

It is often said that the Dorset forts were more for show than for use. Taylor11

describes the Durotriges as a  loose collection of competing baronies, each with its
menacing hillfort, rather than a coherent kingdom. But a glance at the manning
numbers confirms the military unreality of the Durotriges’ project – or more
probably, the unreality of our assumption that a hillfort was intended to be a
fortress. The plain fact is that they are much too big to be defended against a foe
who is any good at siege warfare.

To get a grip on the numbers, let us assume that the average fort was half the size of
Maiden Castle (whose inner parapet length is 2,000m) with a parapet length of

1000m.  Using  very similar military technology, King Alfred counted a man to every
4’ 1 1/2” of parapet to defend his burhs12, so at the same scale, the average fort
would need a garrison of 1,400 men.  Our 35 forts would need 50,000 soldiers
which, allowing one fighting man to every 3 people, implies a total population of at
least 150,000. Williams13 reckons 23 – 29 people per square mile in ancient Dorset.
The modern county covers about 980 square miles, so there would have been
30,000  Durotriges of all ages. Allowing a third of this total as able bodied males,  we
have 285 men per fort,  to oppose 6-7,000 roman soldiers.

It would probably be more sensible to regard a hillfort as a grand cattle pound.
While banks, palisades and ditches will not keep out a determined soldier, they
present a cow with considerable difficulties. Four legged creatures, and their riders
or attendants  must enter and leave by the defensible gates. The fort’s ditches,
palisades and a night watch would keep out the casual raiding parties that, no
doubt, contributed to the fun of Durotrigan society. But almost by definition, a
hillfort will be some distance from the large quantities of water that beasts and
people need every day, so it could hardly be occupied full-time by more than a small
elite.

One important role for the fort might be to guard the barony’s seed corn in its
storage pits. This was a really important resource. If you could capture or destroy
the seed corn in early spring when all the other stores had been eaten, you had the
people at your mercy.

Experiments at the excavation of Devils’ Dyke allow us to make very rough estimates

of the labour involved in building the hill forts.  It was found that it would have
taken 1000 men  200 days to build the eight miles of this earthwork which consists
of a 15’ bank next to a 15’ ditch14.  These dimensions are roughly those of the banks
and ditches round our hillforts. Many have three ditches in some places, others
have one, so let us assume an average of 2. We have guessed a median perimeter for
our 35 forts of 1000m or 3,000’, so there is a total length of bank and ditch of 35 X
3000 X 2 = 40 miles.  This is 5 times as long as Devil’s Dyke and would have taken

1000 men 2.7 years to build.  If we say that the 30,000 people in Dorset could
muster 10,000 able bodied men, then a standing work party of 1,000 is not
impossible and, it seems, the hillforts could have been built by them in a time which
may seem surprisingly short.

Suetonius tells us that Vespasian, Legate of the II Augusta legion that conquered
Dorset, fought  30 battles, and captured twenty oppida (towns or forts). That is in

his whole campaign from Richborough at the east end of Kent to Exeter in Devon in
the west, including the Isle of Wight.. In the course of the campaign Vespasian  had

                                                          
11
 Christopher Taylor, The making of the English Landscape, Dorset, Dovecote 2004, p 32

12
 James Campbell ed.,The Anglo Saxons, Penguin 1982, p 152

13
 Williams op.cit p 29

14
 Muir, op cit p 75
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other tribes and other forts to deal with besides the Durotriges’ so we cannot count
the 30 battles in Dorset alone.  Archaeology (admittedly, sketchily applied) shows
signs of war only at Hod Hill, Maiden Castle and South Cadbury.  It seems that the
hill forts of Dorset did not put up any sort of fight commensurate with their brave
appearance..

Hill forts are clearly not built for all-round defence because their huge perimeters
would need far more soldiers than their populations could supply.  All this makes us
think that the hill forts were more valuable to their builders as symbols of power
and prestige than as actual military assets. The Durotriges seem to have built forts
rather as today’s heads of state collect jet fighters and tanks as presidential bling to
overawe their neighbours. Even so, if  a fort were properly manned it could cause
trouble to the occupying army, as may have happened at  South Cadbury15 in the

Boudiccan rebellion.

Slighted by a stroke of the stylus

Why would the romans split the hill forts? We might imagine that each sub tribe
had built itself a fort on a conspicuous hill. The fort would have been somewhere
near the centre of their baronial land for ease of administration, access and supply
during building and for quick refuge in time of trouble. In a diagrammatic way, we
might draw the Durotrigian scheme thus:

Pre-Roman times: four  hill forts, A, B, C and D,  with their
supporting populations and hostile  neighbours

We see four hill forts, each with its subjects scattered around  it. The As  built their
fort to put those overweening scoundrels, the Bs, in their place, and the Bs built
theirs to remind their despicable neighbours the Cs that they were worthy of
respect.  And so on.

As the campaign progressed, the romans would have cleared the hillforts and might
well have demilitarised them by demolishing the timber gate structures and banning
occupation. By stopping maintenance on the forts, something like 7% of the total
available labour would have become free for more productive work16.

But after the conquest, the existence of these forts in the landscape, prominently
sited, constantly reminding the Durotriges of their humiliation,  must have posed a
problem to the invaders. Demolition of the forts would take almost as much time
and effort as building them, and would have been out of the question.

                                                          
15
 Putnam, Bill, Roman Dorset, Tempus 2007, p34

16
 Williams op. cit. p 42
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I want to suggest that the problem might have been solved by a political manoeuvre.
The roman administrator applied the ancient principle of ‘divide and rule’17. By
drawing  new boundaries through the forts he would make new groups, each
composed, in this example,  of four sets of people who at best distrusted each other
and were unlikely to conspire effectively against their new masters.

The hill forts under roman administration. Four  strokes of the stylus
divide  each hill fort’s people into two groups and lump them with three
others in a single tax area with collection point V. All the people in the
tax area are liable for the levy, so former enemies are forced to
collaborate.

Childe Okeford parish (the blue line is the 1850  boundary)

looks like a neat half of Hambledon Hill’s baronial area.
Perhaps the stylus slipped here.

The Tax area and its aftermath

These tax areas could have jelled into permanent adminstrative units. A villa may
have grown up at the collection point. When the II Augusta moved on , tax  farmers

may have taken over collection as they did elsewhere in the empire, though we don’t
know much about how they operated.  They presumably paid their farm to the local

                                                          
17
 In a rather similar vein the British created Iraq after WW1, an artificial country with roughly equal

numbers of Sunni and Shia, who, it was hoped rather optimistically, would also cancel each other out.
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administration in the nearby civitas – Dorchester (Durnovaria) or Ilchester (Lindinis).

The military road system was adapted to civil priorities.

In the broadest terms this would mean that military roads which ran along ridges
for security, would be abandoned in favour of roads along valleys, joining places
where people lived.

 After the legions left in 410AD, the Britons, who were never very keen on the
romans,  seem to have turned their backs on the Imperial project.  But from the
point of view of the Durotrigan peasant things went on, no doubt,  much as usual.
Death and taxes continued to apply. If the community leaders in Dorchester and
Ilchester  looked upwards it was to Winchester, Salisbury or perhaps to London,
rather than through London to Rome. But that was none of the peasant farmer’s
business.

The minsters developed as centres of educated management for the mobile, warlike
and probably illiterate feudal landowners18. A minster in 700 – 800AD had people
who could read, write, cast up accounts, survey land, draft charters in proper form
and get them signed by the right authorities. It was, in a sense, a business
management and  agrononomic consultancy with access to a network of finance and
influence. A reaction against these wordly functions led to a drastic tightening up
around 900AD with the evolution of minsters into Benedictine monasteries.

And so the tax that fed the Roman Army came into the hands of the Abbot to be
spent, in the end, on capons – or so Henry VIII’s commissioners tell us.

The stability of the boundary.

If this argument is correct, boundaries current today have, in some cases, lasted for
2000 years without moving more than a yard or so. We have to explain how an
arbitrary line drawn across the landscape can have this extraordinary persistence.

Let us consider the parish first, because it illustrates the basic argument and the
same principles would apply to the roman tax area (if such a thing existed). The
primary function of the parish boundary was to tell people where to pay tithes.
Tithes were important to them because they cut largely into the profit of farming.

There is a key fact about all agriculture in Britain before the agricultural revolution
of the 17th and 18th centuries, which is less often considered than, perhaps, it
should be. Ancient farming in the warm Mediterranean lands yielded 10 grains for
each one sowed19. But until very recently, farming in our cold, wet, windy island has
been a very marginal activity.  After the agricultural revolution had begun to grip in
the middle of the eighteenth century, a farmer expected to get 7 grains back for each
one sown. In the sixteenth century it was only 3.5 grains. It is hard to believe that
things were any better in the iron age20. Beveridge estimates 4 grains in ancient
England21.  These figures are very rough, but they  illustrate the  dire situation of
the ancient farmer and all who depended on him.

Today in the west, one grain yields 30 to 50 at harvest time. One man can look after
500 acres so there is now a huge, and perhaps excessive, surplus to pay for
‘civilisation’.

                                                          
18
 Blair,  John, The Church in Anglo-Saxon Society, OUP 2005

19
 Varro,  De re rustica, 1, 44

20
 Williams,  Geoffrey. Iron Age Hillforts of England, 1993, p34. Yields: mid C18: 7:1. C16: 3.5:1

21
 Beveridge, William Economic Journal 1927.
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In the ancient world, of these 4 grains, one absolutely must be kept for next year’s
sowing. If you eat your seed corn, you will die in the second winter.

Two grains (roughly) feed you, your family, your animals; they pay for  the intensive
labour needed to get a crop at all22.

The fourth  grain is your ‘profit’, your disposable income. Out of it comes the tithe,
which sounds quite benign at 10% on 4 grains, or .4 of a grain. However, since you
now only have 1 grain left, it is actually income tax at 40%. If your harvest yielded
only 3.5 grains or cost you 2.5 grains to get in, you would be taxed at 60%. When
the British took over the Mogul administration in India, they set the tax level at 50%
of the crop, but of course yields would have been much higher in India so there was
more left for the farmer and his family.

In theory, the tithe is calculated on the year’s actual yields. But one can imagine
that the Rector in mediaeval times, or the roman tax farmer, would not be impressed
by cultivators’ tales of poor crops (nor are we today). They would want the same
payment this year as last, or the peasants could discuss their problems with the
cavalry.

In the ancient world the farming enterprise balanced on a knife edge, as is shown by
the frequency of famines even in the more ferttile lands around the Mediterranean.
In consequence, if a single peasant or even the village as a whole could increase its
land holding while paying the same tithe as before, the gain would be substantial.
The taxing authority cared only about getting the prescribed amount of money or
grain from each collection point. It was immaterial who had contributed to the total.
But it mattered a lot to the contributors.

As Mark Twain remarked about real estate: ‘ they aren’t making it any more’,  so the
only source of  new land is on the other side of the parish border. If the border could
be shifted without either the tax collectors or the neighbours noticing, the results
could be most beneficial.

Canny modern farmers, and no doubt,  ancient farmers as well,  routinely trim back
the boundary hedges hard on their side and hope their neighbour neglects his side
so that the hedge  imperceptibly walks onto his land.  A well run farm in Victorian
times would expect to gain a quarter of an acre a year in this way.

Conversely, if your neighbours could steal a bit of your land, the impact on your life
could be dismal.

It was a problem at all levels of society. If you couldn’t get land by stealth, you could
take it by force.  The Domesday Book record for Portesham under ‘Land of
Abbotsbury Abbey’, has the note:

To this manor belongs 1 virgate of land which Hugh son of Grip received
wrongfully, and his wife still holds it by force. Before 1066 it was for the
monks’ supplies

The serious economic consequences of slithering boundaries motivated people to pay
real attention to them. Since few people at parish level could read or write and the
description of the myriad wiggles of a parish boundary would take sheets of
parchment which could only be debated by lawyers in a court far away,  everyone
relied on human memory – tested against the memories of the equally interested
crew on the other side. Hence the odd stories of beating choirboys over the marker

                                                          
22
 Pipes, Richard, "Russia under the Old Regime (Charles Scribner's Sons, NY 1974) p.8  (via

Wikipedia)
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stones: it was of vital importance to the community that the next generation should
accurately remember the course of the boundary and be ready to defend it against
all comers. The efficacy of this method is shown by, for instance, the boundary
dividing the fort at Eggardon which has almost certainly  survived some 1200 years

from the first laying out  of North Poorton parish  and, I would argue,  perhaps a lot
longer.

Other explanations

What other explanations can there be for the association between hill forts and
parish boundaries?

The waste land theory

Parishes contain communities of farmers who prefer to work fertile, low lying land.
Hill forts are best built on the tops of hills that are by their nature, cold, windy and
thin soiled. When the people of neighbouring parishes first negotiated their common
boundary they might have agreed  to let it run along the top of the ridge between
them on waste land that no-one cared much about. And so, quite naturally, the
boundary would run slap through the hill fort, if one were there.

The problem with this theory is that the Dorset landscape is not made up of high
bleak ridges between fertile valleys. There are a few examples and Abbotsbury is one
with a big ridge running E-W separating it from the fertile Bride valley to the north.
But the boundary does not run along the ridge as one might expect. It cuts across it
from north to south.

Very little land in the county is above 600’ and all of it is under cultivation today.
Rounded hills and valleys run about in a picturesque and disorganised way with
little structure (rather like the parish boundaries). We can test the general theory by
laying parish boundaries over a topographical map.

Parishes of west Dorset laid over  Google’s ‘Terrain’ view.
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While some of the hills south of Broadwindsor and east of Axminster do have
boundaries running along them, those north of Beaminster do not. The parish
boundaries running slightly south of east in the bottom left hand corner are
following the Eggardon- Dorchester roman road, which itself follows the hill  crest,
probably  for military reasons.

Quite often the boundary at the hillfort cuts across the line of the hill rather than
follows along it. This happens at Eggardon, Maiden Castle, Abbotsbury Castle,
Bratton. On the other hand, the boundary follows the edge of the hill at Pilsdon Pen,
Lamberts Castle, Musbury Camp.

Broadly speaking, I would suggest that the map shows many places where
boundaries could follow a hill-top route and do not. It does not strongly support the
waste land theory.

Look, there’s a bump in the landscape, let’s make it a boundary marker

Another possibility is that parish boundaries go to hill forts simply because they are
big, visible, unmistakable, permanent features of the landscape.  If it didn’t matter
much where the boundary went, this would make sense, but it did matter. The
boundary had to surround a viable agricultural community with a proper mix of
plough, arable, woodland and waste while leaving room for its neighbours with
similar requirements.  Just picking a point out of the landscape because it was
visible would seldom be helpful.

We can assume that in pre-roman times, baronies were roughly centred on their hill
forts. If we think that modern parishes often reflect ancient farming communities, it
is significant in itself  that forts are usually (as we see above) on the boundaries, not
at the centres. Either forts were shunned when parishes were formed, or boundaries
were deliberately drawn to divide and marginalise them.

It might be hard to find a reason why, in the 800s, in parish after parish, it was
decided to draw the boundary near  some 1,000 year old mass of mounds and
ditches that had no purpose and no agricultural value. And of course, both the
parish that enclosed the fort and its neighbour that just did not, had to agree on
this.  It might happen from time to time, but, statistically, it looks most unlikely that
so many boundaries go so near hillforts.

We can test this by looking23 at hillforts in neighbouring counties. In the counties
east of Dorset, I looked at 28 forts, of which 10 (36%) were divided24. This a higher
percentage, and may show a policy being developed by the legion in its march
westwards along the south coast. Of 23 picked at random in east Devon and south
Somerset, 3 were on or near boundaries. If these forts had been in Dorset one would
expect, on statistical grounds, to find about 18.

Parish boundaries  in Dorset seem equally indifferent to other bumps. They show no
interest in: The Dorset Cursus, Clubmen’s Down Cross Dyke, The Cerne Giant,
Bindon Enclosure. There is some association between boundaries and the mass of
barrows on Came Down¸ but the explanation seems to be that they are both grouped
along and round the ancient Ridgeway.  There are a number of barrows at
Abbotsbury Poor Lot. The boundary there does bisect 3 of them including the largest.

Minsters and Roman Tax areas?

                                                          
23
 Names as shown in The Modern Antiquarian

24
 See Appendix 2
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My argument is that over the 300 years or so of roman administration these
boundaries solidified around the tax centres that became, in time, market towns.
The normal pressures on a taxation boundary (see above) burned the lines into the
memories of the peoples on each side of them.

St Augustine’s relaunch of  Christianity in 597 was initially carried out by groups of
missionary priests who, one would imagine, set up shop in these towns where they
could meet and preach to the already assembled pagans, who, presumably, already
had their temples in these places.

Pope Gregory, who had sent St Augustine to Canterbury in 597, wrote to King
Æthelbert in 601 advising:

If those temples are well built, they need to be converted from the cult of
demons to the service of the true God… the people will gather the more
readily in familiar places25.

There is an archaeological  association between Minsters and Celtic temples26, which
would naturally follow from the transition from pagan to christian worship. Hence
perhaps the worth of the advice: ‘if you want to find the villa, look under the
church’.  Blair, in his authoritative The Church in Anglo Saxon Society mentions:

… the very widespread association of minsters with markets. .. These
churchyard markets and ‘wakes’ – often unmentioned until twelfth or
thirteenth century authorities tried to suppress them – give a last glimpse of
activities which may have been going on for centuries. It is surely such
centres for coming and going, for provisioning and hospitality, for gossiping
and bargaining, that the Alfredian translator knew as mynstertowe27.

When the new religion was sufficiently well established, bishops were appointed to
manage the clergy, and resident vicars were installed in parishes. The first Bishop of
the West Saxons was enthroned in 634, suggesting that the formation of parishes
may have begun earlier in Dorset than is commonly thought.

I suggest that the boundaries of these parishes were drawn within the existing
network of larger tax areas. On average there would have been about 18 parishes
per area and we might expect to find, in consequence,  that 1/18th or some 5% of
parish boundary lines preserve a trace of  their military origin. It is not surprising
that this seems to show up best at the hill forts because the land there was high,
hard to access, of little use and not so subject to the transfers of valuable land that
have contorted many parish boundaries.

There are about 275  parishes in modern Dorset28.  The area of the county is  2,542
square km (980 sq miles), so the average parish has an area of  9.25 sq km. If it
were drawn as a square it would be 3km on the side or 12 km around. The
wiggliness of  real parish boundaries might double that   to roughly 24km or 15
miles. Which would make for a day’s brisk walking.  The total length of all
boundaries in the county  would have been roughly  6,600 km or 4,000 miles.

An attempt to recreate the Tax Map

An obvious next step is to see how the Dorset minsters fit into the hill fort map.
The map below is an attempt to recreate the tax areas. The method used was:

                                                          
25
 John Blair, The Church in Anglo-Saxon Society, OUP 2005, p185

26
 Hall, T A, Minster Churches in the Dorset Landscape,  British Archaeology Reports, British Series,

304¸ 2000
27
 Blair, op. cit. p 335

28
 Dorset Online Parish Clerk Project: http://www.dorset-opc.com/
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1 Assemble a digital image covering the whole county from Kain and Oliver’s
sheets of parish boundaries overlaid on OS maps.

2 Mark in those hill forts that have clearly been bisected by parish boundaries,
together with the direction of the boundary at the fort (short black lines)

3 Mark in the Minsters from the list below (black circles).
4 Following the parish boundaries, draw as straight lines as possible through

the marked forts to enclose each of the Minsters.
5 For completeness, mark  roman army camps (black squares) and the roman

road network (black and blue lines)

An attempt to draw the hypothesised roman tax areas in Dorset

The numbering of the forts follows Field29: 31 Lamberts Castle,  11 Pilsdon Pen, 34
Ham Hill, 35 Cadbury Castle, 25 Eggardon, 8 Abbotsbury Castle, 27 Maiden Castle,
21 Flower’s Barrow, 15 Dungeon Hill, 7 Rawlsbury, 20 Nettlecombe Tout, 22
Weatherby Castle, 23 Badbury Rings, 4 Woolsbarrow,

The Minsters are based on Muir’s list30: Wh Whitchurch Canonicorum, Be
Beaminster, Ab Abbotsbury, D Fordington, or Charminster, Ha Halstock or
Yetminster, Sh Sherbourne, Shaftesbury or Gillingham, St Sturminster Newton, Mi
Milton, Bi Bindon Abbey or Winfrith Newburgh, Wa Wareham¸ Co Corfe Kington, Wi
Wimborne. There are some alternatives and the precise positions are not important
to the overall argument.

Roman forts: L Lake Farm, H Hod Hill, D Durnovaria (Dorchester), W Waddon Hill, Li

Lindinis (Ilminster)

Roman roads: the black lines follow Putnam31, the blue lines follow Field32

The Wessex Ridgeway (green line, schematic) is now a public footpath running from
Lyme Regis to Marlborough. It follows (roughly) the apparent track of an ancient
path or drove-way which would have been in use long before the Romans arrived. It
may be relevant to our story that it passes under the ramparts of eight hill forts:
Coney’s Castle, Lambert’s Castle, Pilsdon Pen, Lewesdon Hill, Rawlsbury,

                                                          
29
 Field op. cit.  p 12. There is debate about the soundness of Field’s road lines. I include them here out

of interest because they serve Wareham, Corfe and Beaminster, places which he had no cause to

consider as being of special interest to the romans. His work was endorsed by Prof. S S Frere, a great

man -  who, incidentally,  taught me latin as a boy.
30
 Muir, Richard, The NEW Reading the Landscape, Exeter, 2000,p 165

31
 Putnam op. cit. frontispiece

32
 Field op. cit. p 46
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Hambledon, Bratton33. It is not surprising to find that the romans also put their
major fort in west Dorset on the ridgeway at Waddon Hill, since any body of

tribesmen coming into Dorset to help the Durotriges might well come by the cleared
path rather than across country.

It is interesting that the Wessex Ridgeway starts (or ends) at Lyme and suggests that
the place was an active port and/or salt works long before the romans came.  See
Appendix 3.

Comment

 Although the parish maps in Dorset present a rather daunting jumble of borders,
with no structure evident to the eye, this map proved surprisingly easy to draw, and,
in the author’s opinion at least, the divided hill forts and the minsters fit plausibly
together34, which is as much as one can ask.  Reasonably sized tax areas emerge,
mostly containing a minster.

Ford and Beaminster seen too near to each other for both to be tax centres. When I
first drew the map, area VI looked too big. I thought there might be an unnoticed
minster somewhere in the northern part and when I read Muir, Halstock and or
Yetminster appeared in the right place.  Areas IX, X might be one, with the centre at
Wareham. Areas II and III could share the port at Abbotsbury.

Three of the roman camps: Lake Farm, Dorchester  and Waddon Hill are near
Minsters, which is what one would expect. Hod Hill was occupied for only a short

time and is not.

It is noticeable that four of the minsters are on or near the coast, their tax areas are
smaller and the minsters in these areas are on or near their southern boundaries. It
looks as though whoever picked out the minster sites had an interest in the sea. Or,
I would say, whoever picked out the tax collection points had an interest in the sea,
which is preserved in the sites of the minsters.

Wareham is understandably near the sea because it had and has a good harbour

and might have been an entrepot  before the romans arrived. But for the other three,
before the era of seaside holidays, a fishing village was not a good place for a
preacher because half his hinterland was salt water, and half his congregation cod
and mackerel. He would do better to move inland to a spot where he was
surrounded by human worshippers.

This suggests there was something in these places already, and that might be
explained by the II Augusta’s reliance on ship-borne food supplies. As they fought

their way westwards, they would have looked over their left shoulders to the sea
which brought them sustenance, communication and support. The situation during
their campaign might have been like that faced by the German Afrika Korps and our
own  8th Army in the north African desert during the last war, when possession of
the ports along the coast was crucial to the ability of either to operate inland.

Digression: ports and roads

We know already that there was an ancient port at Hengistbury (Christchurch) and

that the romans had ports at Hamworthy and Weymouth because they took the
trouble to build roads to them from Lake Farm and Dorchester.  Why would they

                                                          
33
 Burton, Anthony The Wessex Ridgeway, Ordnance Survey/ Aurun Press, 1999

34 This might be true of any map one laid the divided hill forts and minsters over.
However, a trial with the map of the Domesday Hundreds showed no fit at all.  Map
from Thorn, C & F ed., Domesday Book, 7 Dorset, Phillimore, 1983, endpapers
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need extra ports at (presumably) Wareham,  Swanage, Lulworth, Abbotsbury
Bridport and Lyme?

We have to remember that in the archaeology we see all the layers of  350 years of
occupation stacked on top of each other. The port at Weymouth probably served the
camp and later the town at Dorchester for 3 centuries.  Here we are concerned with
arrangements made  in the heat of a campaign, when there are few roads and those
built to a minimum standard, there were no port facilities such as wharves, cranes
and warehouses.

The reason for many small ports might be found in the very high cost of moving bulk
by road in the ancient world. There is an example of a city in the roman middle east
that died of famine even though ample corn was available only 50 miles away.

In the ancient world and large parts of the modern world, transport of goods, in this
case corn,  goes by pack animal – mule, donkey, llama, horse, bullock. Lord
Wellington, as a young general in India, took 10,000 draft animals against Mysore in
1798. Before they had  helicopters, the British Army in Afghanistan was always
supplied by mule.  These animals can move by tracks, over plains, over mountains.
The costs, in terms of the value of the goods moved, are huge and the reason for this
is that the animal will have eaten its load by the time it has walked a few hundred
miles.

If there are roads, goods can, we would now think, be moved by cart, but that
presupposes the availability of draft beasts, flat roads and good carts.  The romans
did not have big carts and big horses. The massive animals we are used to are
recent products of selective breeding.  The roman road system was designed for the
fast movement of mounted messengers and marching men and there were
limitations on the loads carts were allowed to carry35. The road engineer has to trade
off steep gradients against extra mileage. Roman engineers seem to have  worked to
a maximum gradient of 1:7 which allowed them to take their roads straight up and
over many hills, saving the cost of miles of zigzags. However it is far too steep for a
horse and  cart even in our day with bigger horses and better harness.

When, for instance, the roman  road from Dorchester to Weymouth was overlaid by
the turnpike in the 1700s, the engineer had to build a wide curve on the hill at
Bincombe to get a gradient36 which could be managed by the much more powerful
horses but heavier carts of the eighteenth century. The roman engineer seems to
have gone straight over the Ridgeway, accepting a steep gradient on the south slope.
This suggests that cart traffic was not a priority in his mind.

                                                          
35
 For a view of the large and passionate debate, see http://www.humanist.de/rome/rts/

36
 Putnam, lecture observation 2008
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The Turnpike at Bincombe takes a wider sweep and
an easier gradient than the  roman road.37

A similar hairpin is visible on the road into Lyme Regis from the east. Timber Hill
may follow the roman road, while the Turnpike had to take a wider sweep for an
easier climb.

The main road into Lyme Regis from the east
A hairpin in the Turnpike gets an easier slope
than Timber Hill, which is 1:9.5 and may follow
a roman road.

It may be relevant to this story that later on in his career Vespasian, nicknamed
mulio¸ the mule driver,  supported himself by running a big mule train business in

the Apennines.

Whatever the reasons are, it is generally agreed that in the roman world transport
by road was very much more expensive than transport by sea. Deductions from the
Edicts of Diocletian suggest that the ratio could be as much as 25:138.  Let us move
a campaign cargo from Weymouth to Abbotsbury.  The sea route is direct, 9.3 miles
up the Fleet. The direct land distance is about the same, but there probably was no
road or even track that early. Going to Dorchester, along the Eggardon road and
turning south to Abbotsbury, the distance  is about 20 miles. The relative cost of

                                                          
37
 “

38
 Wacher, J S, The Roman World, Routledge, 2002, p592
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land transport to sea transport would be 56:1.  This is a trivial example and the
precise cost ratio will vary from place to place and time to time, but it shows that it
would be well worth the Legion’s trouble to create small ports and distribution and
collection centres near the sea on a much finer grid than we would consider
useful39.

Later on when roman civilisation had begun to grip Dorset and the tax system was
producing a surplus of corn,  the fruits would be despatched by ship to the legions

further north, and presumably  from the same harbours for the same reasons.

The call of the sea

In short, we can understand why roman tax and supply centres would be near the
sea since the Classis Britannica must have played an essential role in the army’s

operations,  while it is hard to see why the coast would attract a christian
missionary. He would only go to the seaside towns to found a minster because he
found worshippers there.

It is agreeable how those roads we know about go naturally to the neighbouring
minsters. The roman road network in Dorset is not fully mapped but the framework
shown here naturally suggests further work.

Predictions

The course of the main London – Exeter road between Lyme and Bridport is
unknown. Putnam proved40 that the roman road leaves the A35 to the north just
before Wotton Fitzpaine, at Hogchester, suggesting that it does not pass along the
coast, as Margary thought41, by way of Stonebarrow and Lyme . I hope to be able to
show that it continues through the Minster at Whitchurch Canonicorum (where the
walls of the church incorporate roman bricks) on its way to Bridport via a hill crest
route.

If Abbotsbury were a tax centre, there should be a road connecting it to the main
network. There is a plausible route consisting mostly of today’s roads and tracks
which starts at the Fleet, runs north to the B3157, westward up the hill to
Abbotsbury Castle, turns north to Ashley Chase and Lytton Cheyney and straight on

up to the Eggardon – Dorchester road. In a couple of places the modern roads or
tracks move to one side, so it should be possible to test for the roman metalling with
geophysics and minimal excavation.

Conclusion

It would be idle to pretend that anything here proves the central conjecture that

parts of some parish boundaries in Dorset were drawn by the romans.

At best I can say that the idea has not yet foundered on an immovable
inconsistency.  It may suggest more and better work that will, perhaps, prove the
point one way or the other.

                                                          
39
 The same economics of transport were played out along the Mississippi river in the mid 1800s.

Steam paddle boats, burning wood,  picked up grain and cotton at innumerable little ports, every  few

miles. But within a few decades railways had been built along the rivers and the boats were gone. See

Mark  Twain,, Life on the Mississippi, http://www.gutenberg.org. The railways then spread out over the

midwest, opening up millions of acres of farmland that make America the power she is.
40
 Putnam, Bill, op cit, p 144

41
 Margary, Ivan D, Roman Roads in Britain, ed 3, 1973, p 114
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In the process some light may be shed on the evolution of English life through the
obscuring mists of the dark ages.
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Appendix 1 Eggardon

Five parishes meet near Eggardon:

Eggardon, Askerswell Eggardon, Litton Cheyney

Eggardon, Maiden Newton Eggardon, Toller Porcorum

Eggardon, North Poorton

I would suggest that, of the five,  the North Poorton boundary preserves the original
roman line. It cuts straight across the fort, dividing it in two and, bending away to
the east and south, it follows the roman access road, which is today just a field
track leading to the small road up from the south. It then jumps across to the
roman road to Dorchester which leaves the picture near the bottom right hand
corner. The roman road onwards to Exeter leaves to the south of the picture via
Spyway.

Another interesting point is that the  two halves of the fort have different owners, as
can be seen by the difference in cultivation. The northern half has been heavily
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ploughed and no visible archaeology remains; the southern half has easily visible
signs of huts and storage pits.

Not only is Eggardon the focus of an unruly jostle of parishes, one of them, Litton
Cheyney is itself somewhat shattered:

Eggardon is odd in several ways. Firstly,  an important roman road passes close by
it. The only other hillfort in Dorset where this is true is Badbury Rings. Secondly,

the fort it self seems unfinished: it has wide open gates, the lower banks on the
south side seem sketchy and the northern bank proceeds by a series of hummocks
which suggests that a number of gangs were at work and broke off before they were
finished.

The road from Eggardon to Dorchester is also unusual. Generally in Dorset, the

parish boundaries do not follow roman roads any more than roads from any other
date. They do for a bit, then wander off along a field boundary, take to a stream,
back to a road and so on. The roman road from Dorchester to Eggardon stands out

because of the fidelity with which the adjacent 14 parishes or parish fragments use
it as a boundary:

The only other road that I am aware of which comes close to this density of parish
boundaries is that between the roman logistics depot at Lake Farm, Wimbourne¸ and

their port at Hamworthy.

On the other hand, two big towns developed  in the hundred years after the roman
conquest: Durnovaria  (Dorchester) and Lindinis (Ilchester). The A356 joining them

follows the roman road, but only occasionally forms  the boundary of the parishes
on each side.

Can we deduce that the division into tax areas was a very early military operation,
and that by the time these  towns had grown up and the road developed between
them, the boundaries were long since set?
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Appendix 2: hillforts and parish boundaries in Somerset, Devon and eastwards

Forts in Somerset Near a parish
Boundary?

Castle Neroch yes

Ruborough Camp no

Dowsborough no

Creech Hill no

South Cadbury no

Park Hill Camp no

Winklebury no

Castle Rings no

Forts in Devon Near a parish
Boundary?

Dolbury no

Woodbury possibly

Dumpdon Hill no

Cadbury Castle no

East Hill no

Hembury no

Blackbury Camp no

Prestonbury Castle no

Cranbrook Castle no

Silverton no

Castle Dyke no

Hembury Castle no

Danbury no

Miller Down yes

Blackdown Camp no

Forts to the east Near a parish
Boundary?

Danebury No

Woolbury Yes

St Catherine’s Hill,
Winchester

yes

Old Winchester Hill Yes

Torberry Hill No

The Trundle yes

Cissbury Rings Yes

Hollingbury Yes

Mount Caburn no

Chillerton (IOW) No

Seaford Head no

Bigbury Camp No

Old Bay no

Squeryes Park Yes

Dry Hill Yes
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Caesar’s Camp, New
Addington

No

Caesar’s Camp,
Wimbledon

No

Caesar’s Camp,
Aldershot

Yes

Anstiebury No

Holmby Camp No

Medemenham Camp No

Keep Hill Prob. not

Chinnock Hill Camp No

Bulstrode Camp no

St Osyth No

Devils Dyke, W Sussex yes

Wallbury Camp No
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Appendix 3 Lyme Regis

The nearest harbour to Whitchurch is Lyme Regis.  The natural state of Lyme is an inhospitable shore

fringed by some nasty reefs. There is a slight knuckle in the coastline, but no shelter from either the

south west or the east, and nothing to attract the mariner.

Lyme Regis habour. Big enough hold a few trots of dinghies, it dries at
low water. The Cobb is the sinuous structure to the south and west.  It
has recently been lengthened  using piled rock (grey extension). Take
away the Cobb and the eastern breakwater and  there is no harbour,
just a bare beach with many inhospitable reefs.

The Cobb is all that makes Lyme a harbour.

Although the Cobb, as we now see it, is thought to have been built in C13, there
must have been some sort of shelter there when the roman arrived if  they were to
recognise the place as a port at all. It is unlikely that they built a breakwater during
the campaign, since the mouth of the River Axe is not far away to the west, and they
did use that as a port. The implication is that the Cobb’s predecessor was first built
by the Durotriges. That this might be the case is suggested by the termination of the
Wessex Ridgway at Lyme.

Alternatively, the coastline may have been more welcoming in earlier times.  A point
may have jutted out, giving shelter from the south west, that has now been washed
away.  There is half a bronze age village on the summit of Golden Cap: the rest has
fallen into Lyme Bay.

However, as we have seen, the cost of moving grain by land was so high that the
romans might have grasped at any rudimentary port to serve a rolling campaign.

A roman beginning for Lyme, which lies on the natural and political divide between
Dorset and Devon, is also suggested by its name,  which could be derived from the
latin limen, a boundary. The name of the little river there, the Lim, is even more

suggestive.
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Lyme in 1723 (Stukeley) The landward end of the Cobb has collapsed.  No
doubt this has often happened.


